An update on drug combinations for treatment of myeloma.
Multiple myeloma is the second most common haematological malignancy. It is becoming increasingly manageable with conventional and high-dose chemotherapy but there remains a critical need to develop both new drugs and combinations to improve long-term outcomes. Novel biological therapies that specifically target myeloma cells and/or their microenvironmental interactions are being developed that are highly effective, both as single agents and as combinations. Chief among these new agents are the proteasome inhibitor, bortezomib, and the immunomodulatory agents, thalidomide and lenalidomide. These drugs show improved single agent activity that is enhanced in combination. However, many drugs that are being developed in this setting may only have limited single agent activity, but combination use with these and other agents represents a very exciting way of targeting important pathogenic pathways crucial in myeloma development. This represents a challenge for both drug development and clinical trial evaluation, which has the potential to revolutionise the clinical management of myeloma and a paradigm for drug development in other diseases.